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ABSTRACT.
a

This paper examines the role of suprasegmental phonology in speeh
.processing and its implications for reading instruction. Evidence for

the hypothesis that prosodic features cue the boundaries of perceptually .

functional units (e.g., phrase%)'in spoken sentences, thus assisting the
listener in the immediate segmentation of verbal information, is reviewed
in detail. Findings from.both..comprehension aq(1,production studies sug-

' gest that the perceptual organisation of sentences is guided by syntactic
structure as.,well as by information-processing requirements relatedto
meaning and memory capacity. It is argued that prosodic cues are not

r
well representedin written 'text, a fact which may underlie the difficulty
that many.children experien6e when learning how to comprehend what they
read. The use of phrasally segmented text accompanied by adult modeling .

of prosodic ren8eripg is suggested as a means for facilitatinglthe child's-
inductionororganjiation' strategies during reading.
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SENTENCE PERCEPTION IN LISTENING AND READING

David P. SnOid and James H. Coots

Academic instruction is guided by a taskranalysis which builds on the

abilities students already possess and focuses on th'e skills they need to

learn. This sequence of instructton;''which proceeds from aequired,skills'

to new skills, is as, important in learning to read as it is in more sub-
..)

itantive areas of the curriculum. Children typically begin reading
x-

instruction with very advanced oral language, skills. Even very young

readers who experience difficulty with reading comprehension usually are

able to demonstrate proficiency in oral language comprehensioh (Guthrie &

Ty.Lpr, 1976; Oaken, Wiener, & CroMer, 1971) . SiAce.mpost school Childrpn

h.;ve already acquired a%rich variety of oral. (Aduage comprehensionstrat-

egies prior

teach them

differences

to formal reading instruction,'it is usually not necessary:to

anguage

between

comprehension skills per se .,4 but rather to focus one'

comprehen-sion processes in listening and those required

for 'reading. Thus, reading instruction Is guided by-dh implicit analysis

A , r

of the differences between dral ,language and readiAg.

,I The most salient .diffirenCb between auditory and graphic, sties

is, of course, the_different media for.the representation of words. Reading
. 1

instruction in the early grades therefor) emphasizes decoding skills, which

are requi ed for translating graphic segmental symbols into units of speech.

This ins.truction consists of teaching print-sound correspondences paralleling

the sound-meaning correspoildence that children already know.

Although differences in segmental and lexical representation are

important in the distinction between speech and writing, there are many

rl



resides as well, any one..of which may represent on obstacle

for children in their effortS to bridge the gap between oral language
10

'competence and reading domprebension.' Among these additional diffgrences

between speech and writing are a) availability of contextual information,

opportunity for intei-action between speaker and listener, and ) clegrae

of spatial and temporal commonality with the speaker (Rubin, 19id . Per-

.

haps the most pervasive difference between modalities is that speech

contains prosodic features (stress, intonation, and timing) which are not

systematically represented 16 written material. Although punctuation,

such as the use of commas, captures some prosodic features, there is little

.systematic correspondence between sound and symbol in suprasegmantal

phonology. The lack of a one-to-one correspondence between punctuation

-
symbols and their acoustic correlates is perhaps a more serious problem

for the beginning reader than the lack of one-to-one print-sound correl

spondences do the ice] of segmental phonology:

This suprasegmental drffergnce between speech and writing is

i

4
important because prosodic features givt the listener cues about the rileanimg ,

and structure of utterances. Prosody does this in at leastithred wayi'. '
!,

..,
1 ....

. . . ..

First, signal, differences between given and new 'information,

.

,

.

and, thus contribute to cohesion. Second, prosody segments utterances4in

conceptually unified groups of words which can be processed. efficiently.
.

And finallYp'stress, pitch, and timing provide cues to the hierarclilical..

parsing structure of sentences, which is a more refined organization of

prose than that involved in conceptual s'egmentation; Thege functions of

prosody all assist the listener in the task of imposing organization oh

sentence strings.
4

A
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.
The lack of prosodic information in printed text may be a source of

difficulty fir children-who are learning to read. In.Gfact, poor readers

typically fail to organize egxl into meaningful units (Golinkoff, 1975-

1976). This difficulty with text organization implies that while.some

children (good readers) are able ti cope with the absence of prosodic

information 'in text, others are unatibie to organize text without specific

training.

Poor readers might benefit from cues in the text which assist them

In text organiZetion. One type of cue which is the object of Arrent

research efforts at SWRL consists of segmenting sentences into meaningful

A
phrases and clausesthat is, into groups of words that "go together"--as

,described'by Coots & Snow (1981). This representation of text captures

some of the natural marking of sentences that is given auditorily through

intonation, timing, and stresis.
-I / .

ThiS paper explores the features of language underlying the acoustic

and 0-rceptual segmentation of sentences into meaningful units. Using-

evidence from studies in speech production and'perception, we address such

maquesttons as 1) What'principles'of sentence organization should guide, the ,

physical- segmentation of text as ap instructional aid for poor readers?

2) What intrasentence -units, if made explicit, would best facilitate

children's induction of effective reading comprehension strategies.?
,

Throughout. this inquiry, two types of sentence organization are
.

discussed: syntactic organizatiiin and information-processing organization.
4

,These two - dimensions can serve as labels for alternative hypotheses con-

cerning the ideal unitfor phrasally segmentedtextk
.

, the syntactic

segmentation of sentences assigns form-class labels to:words, and
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hierarchical levels of constituent boundaries to'groUps of words. The

analysi's leads to a parsing ofseaCh senience; that is, to an elaborate'
I *

description of surface syntactic 'relations' analogous to,a labelled brack-

, .
.

.

eting (e.g., 'Chomsky & Halle, 1968). IC phrasally segmtnted text-is

,
-

constructed so as to function as- a ye fi- _sentenceLparSi'ng: the seg-

v. .

mentation would reflect major syntactic units such at noun phrase and

, .

verbsphraie. --r

.r
The other type of sentence analysis grbups words into blo ks of

infotmation as a first step in the global organization of, sen nce strings.

.
.,

This type of analysis also takes constituent Structure into account, but
. .

c

ht....4s additionally sensitive to information- processing characteristics.

of sentence perception, suchas length and meaning of uniks, Segmentation

based on information characteristics would result in units reflecting

constrairlfs.on. length, meaningfulness, and intention, in addition to

syntactickseructure.

Experimental AI observational evidence suggests that speech is

- perceptually oryanized in groups of worcN defined by both linguistic and.,

'information-processing parameters. ' Sincethese units seed) to play a'

. . .

major,-role in global sentence-recognition processes, they suggest a'basis

1

for,text segfientation that might.be most helpful for young rea&ers

' grappling with the problem'of imposing meaning on coMplexjeading material.

Part I,of this paper examines the nature of speech units by looking

at sentence 'perception. The first section of Part I.,desCribes some'

assumptions abouCcomprehension rocesses that serve a.s. a tonceptual

framework 'for later discussion of several. psycholinguistic approaches to

the study of immediate processing' units in speech perception Part II

./
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considers studies of'speech, production. It describes the prosodic features of

spoken s'entericek and the.i -r complex relationship to syntactic organizatin

and inforMatidn '!packaging."

PART r

Const,ituentsin Immediate Speech Processing c

Sentences differ from upardered lists of words or digits by virtue

of having an internal organization. This organization is.reflected.in

the constituent structure of sentences: which formally defines the gram-
3 r

-ma- Lira -1 relations existing between' individual words, phrases, and larger

-units. In thispaper, the priMary concern is with the major immediate

'constituents of sentences and their role in sentence perception. Thesa'w

.

.
.

,..--r--

iiilude subject noun phrases (NP) phrases (VP), and sentence adverbs.r.
.

1
.

(ADV). These are riajor syntactic nits because they are not ,ubordinate
.

. . . .

. .

to any.other-category symbols except for the sentence symbol (5) itself.-

Anexample of the relationship among major .con Istituents's shown
, -11"

beldw. Each major constituent can be further analyzed into more detajed

I

ADy, NP ' VP

fort'unately the alert fire fighters qpickly contained the blaze.

1 Sentence adverbs modify th4-sentence as a whole and often occur in /

a sentenceinitial position. They include'a lar9i set,of expressions

like naturally, in all' probability, evidently, aswell ts'sentence-initial
clauses like having lost the game, by going to Cincinndti, etc. (Jackendoff,

1972) Other types of adverbs describe events temporally or.spatially
(e.g.,at theparks, during the summer). Like sentence adverbs; these are

sometimes treated as constituentW-the sentence rather.thanof the verb
phrase (e.g, Bach, 1974).' in this paper, these phrases as well as all

_

subordina'te clauses are described as "higher-level" adverbs;. that is they

are subordinate onlyto the S node: to, .

11

4"
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constituents.' For example; the verb phrase contains a verb (contained),

an object nouh phrase (the blaze), and a manner adverb (quickly). This

type of surfacelsiructure atialysis can be continued until'each Word is

k
assigned a form class which specifies its grammatical'relation to other

ossa.

words within the same immediate constituent. .The comp to analysis is

represented by'a labelled bracketing, as shown below.
. .

,

[- [Fortunately] ADV (..(the] D (alert] A ( (fire] t [fighters] N] N] NP

[ [quickly] ADV [containd] V [ [the] D [blaze] N]..NP] VP] S .

The importance of this analysis is that it shows the grouping 8f_ words

in terms of grammatical relations, such as the relation between subject

and predicate (NP and VP within S) or `main verb and object CV and NP

/-
within VP). 'Since these syntactic relations are closely tied to the

semantic content of the sentence; it is assumed that sliltehce callprehen-
.

* .

.

.iion involves a stage of furface syntactic analysis whose outcome is%
.

.

,

analogouIts to the labelled bracketing shown above. This stage of sentence
. .

.." ) II

perception -is referred to as the parsing of a sentence string. .

s \ .

Although the psythological.processes and strategies underlying the

parsing of sentences are not wet1 understood, it is generally agreed that

. the analysis of sentences is not carried out all, at once, especially if

sentences are long and complex. The study of !comprehension processes

suggests that listeners anal-ilt-sentences in chunksof information, that

is, in groups of words, and thae boundaries of these chunks coincide

with major phrase and clause boundaries.

2
Symbol Key: = adjective, ADV = adverb, D = determiner, N = noun,

NP = noun phrase, OF verb, -VP = verb phrase, S = sentence.

a
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'Evidence Supporting this view of sentence processing comes from

studies Ln immediate memory for sentences (Jarvella, 1971), and frdm studies

,of 'Segmented text, such as those carried out by Anglin and Miller (1968)

and Graf and Torrey (1966). Graf and Torrey, for example, presented

Q

c

sentences in whole phrases and clauses, the boundaries of which. are

shown by slash marks (1) in the following example.
i

, l

ir
<

, ...N
(I) During World War 11,../ eve fantastic schemes / received consideration /

.,-

. .
l

. if they gave promise l of shorteniing the conflict.
/

When subjects read sentences presented in phrasal and clausal units, as

above, comprehension and recall were better than when they read sentences
4.

in other types. of arbitrary groupings, such as in (2).

(2), During World War / II even fantastic / schemes received /,consideration-

if they gave / promise of 'shortening ,the / conflict.

.1,

This fi;ndirio cannot be explained by appeal to the well-known

psychological strategy of chunking information in order to facilitate

memory retention. If this were true, presentations 411'and (2) ought to

work equally well, since both presentations 'segment'the to-be-remembered

sentence into the same number of chunks. T& most plausible explanation,/
.

for the facilitative' effect of segmentation, by major grammatical units

is that this format ?packages" information in a. way,that makes it easier°

to process; that is, it segments- sentences inta natural perceptual units. ' 0

The relation between organization and pereeptiOnjs-exemplified in

studies of the amount of verbal material adults can perceive and rameinber-

----
re
-- 4Y

from brief visual exposures (up to 250 msec.) which correspond to a single

a
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, eveifixa,tion, or one brief glance.' Commenting on these studies, Smith4.

(1978) concluded t at the amount of material that lean be processed 'in a -

single fixation depends on its organization. If the stimulus string is

an unordered list of letters, subjects can only perceive about four or

fivb letters at a time. If letters are organized, into random strings of

A

words, perceptua4 capacity increases to'about..two or "three words (up to

13 letters).. When words are further orgaplzed into'short, meaningful

clauses, subjects can perceive in a single moment about five words (or

29 letters)::: These results are illustrated below in Figure 1.
4

KYB\IODUWG P,J`MSQ TXNOGHCTRSO

READY P O O R BUSTJ u m p , -4/' HEA T

.

KNIGHTS RODE HORSES IN.TO W"AR

Wure 1. Infrfriation Perceived in a single glance, as a function of *

the stimulus organization (from Smith, 1978).

The amount'of information peeceivabje in a single exposure probably

approximates the capacity of short-term storage without rehearsal!. The

4

findings cited by Smith (1978) have two important implications. FirSt,

they show that immediate processing capacities for verbal material vary
.

i .

. -

according to the syntactic-semantic organizatit on of the material. SeCond,_

. / .

.

. . . . , .

----As they suggest the importance of phrasal lengttl in visual sentence perception:
.....:,,,_, ..../.

,

units of perception seem to be in the neighborhood of five worids in length:

"i

Studies using phrasal text (e.g., Graf &/Tirrey, 1966)._as Well as

.the above findins cited by Smith4028) show that phrasal organization

/facilitates the perception and recall of verbal material. One explanation

-10

1/4
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for this faciNtation.is that phrasal encoding helps the reader to more

rapidlyarrive,at a correct sentence parsing., ln,this case, we would

expect phrasatunits to be syntacticfin nature, corresponding to major

constituents such as NP, VP, ADV. However, this 'is not always true.
,

For example, the phrase if they gave promise in (1) is'not a major

. . . s - .

...

consr'Cituet, and Knights rode horses into war (Figure 1) is an entire
/

sentence. Another explanation, which is explored below, makes appeal

other aspects of sent4Ace processing such as meaning and memory.

t5, Processing Model,

Using an informati6n-processing model of speech .perceptidno (e.g.,

Jarvella, 1971; Kinsch 6 Vipond, 1979), we assume that sentences are)

&

to

s
initially segmented in wordking,memory in groups of lexicl items'foming

clauses of hrases. This surface structure string is interpreted through
,

...--

a series of ph logical, lelical, surface syntactic and,deep Syntactic
.

/

anal.isessin sho4iterm'storage (STS),, eventually resulting im an abstract
. , .

.

.

.

semantic represenation. The semantic (prOpositional) representation is .
,

!

transferred to' 1. g term storage for more durable retention, while the

verbatimlexicll r presentation rapidly fades from X15.. .4

,The idell unit Of surface analysis is '5° major. phrase or clause,

because th4se units aOSTy two require ents of a sh'Ort-term store:

they correspond to a meaningful groupiAg Capable of semantic represen-
,

.

f tacion, and 2) theya e nal] enough.not to. ovetwhetm the limited capacity

of STS. In sum, group ng words into constituent units is important-1

comprehension because i facilitates the trans4r df information from

surface to semantic rep esentations vi lathe limited capacity of a short
-N, , .,

_

term memory processor dp.7.-tevece 6.Garrett,,1974). FollOWing Fodor 1

, .

I

e ,

cw .-

.
. . . ,

.
A

I
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et al., we refer to this stage of analysis as the immediate perceptual

p , .

-.

Semantte relatiohs between lexical' items can also be expressed by
,

., P.,,, . ..
. .:.

, .

.,. _,,..-,. ' .r. .

4- embedding phrases dr-ciauses within'a tentxtOce constituent such,as a
.1-v.

, ,I, 4
- ,..

..,

subject noun phrase (e.g.
A

tHeman reading the_paper, the Sleeping child,
a,

',..1 -,0,,,,g; ''''' . ± 11 ,'.' el' ' .. f ,

the toys on the-floor). Although these complex phrasesare.not grant- ' `
,

. '

dependent un

.
,

.

.
, .

-_

'. -Maticr iily units, tIhey.expresslideds rn the same way that
,.. .. : . a -.,

're complete simple sentences,do.
,

Howver,:the grammatical relatigns are
-

iA
4. : I ... I ' 4.

segmentation of sentences.

. \--
,

.
3 .

One objective of this paper is to explore the characteristics of

the immediate units of speech processing.' What syntaCtic and semantic

.

features characterize groups, of worcis that "go together'"? The processing
Y ...

. . I

model sketched above suggests that groups cif words that go together are

r--.._. , ,

1-inked'by semantic relations, i.e., they expre "ideas." The mast basic

ideas, such as occur in'almost.every sentence, specify a) the roles of

pa's,,ticipants or objects ip relation to a single action ors state (e.g.,"

, =

the man.read the'newspaper; the child slept, the,actor felt nervous), or

b) the relation-existing between an entity and dn: attribute (the dancer

. ,

was graceful)_ar'an 'orientation such as location (toys were on the floor).

.
,

Allof the above ideds are
/

expressed syntactically as simple sentences.
..--t ... .

.

.
1 .

These;advic relation's between. wards are expressed ly gramMatical relations

between constituen ts such as subject, verb, object, or a simple predicate

complement. r

i_dfferent: 1ncomPLe6,nominal,phrases,.the underlying content is expressed
, _

.

by ,the,graMmatical relationbetwten_non_and adjunCt_andar between N.
, -tt 4.'''-' - -4-.'- ' y --.-., .

,,=....."d 4r\mod i f i e r',,and -noun.
. -'

a4"1-"P - .<
-.....-

-r , '.. is,-

4 0
.1f

0it 19'

f

1
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The fact-that constituents ay,6-grammatiCally complex permits

complex sentences to express several interconnected ideas at once. An

*important implication for sentence processing is that syntactic units

such as noun phrases,arid adverbS May function conceptually like indepen-.

dent simple sentences, depending on the complexity of content expressed.

The notion that listeners are sensitive to the ideas,'or information
.

structure; of sentencesis consi-Sient with the findings of several psycho-

linguistic.studies of the perceptual segmentation of speech. Two.examp.les

of these studies are reviewed next. They illustrate a major theme of his.,

paper: that units of language are not determined by strict parsing-bound-".

aries (e.g., the syntactic border between subject and predicate) but by

the boundaries Of groups of lextcal items havtng iMmedike syntacttc-
.

semantiC relations to one another.,

1 .

The Psychological Reality of Constituents
! . ..----- --

The concepxuat unity, of phrases as a function of constituent

relationships has been shown experiments ly by probe-latency studies:
.

One example is the "two-word" probe' tec whtch' is a gecognition

paradigm. Subjects are given etwo-word sequence subsequent to ex sure

to a stimulus sentence. The task is to judge whether or not, the two-word

sequence occurred in the previously heard sentence., If.ple test sequence

occurred within a constituent, it should be recognized more quickly than

if the probe crossed a constituent Oundary.between different conceptd;1

sequences of wOrd:\ Thus, latency of response gives some indication of

subjects' use of grouping trategies in sentence comprehension.
, ..

An interesting study using the two-wo?&.probe technique was reported

by Stewart and Gough (1967, cited by Fodor et al., 974). This study,-
.

1.4
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investigating the effects of surface--constituent structure on'sentence

_ processing, used sentepces such.as (3) and!(4) which.controlled,for serial

position and lexical effects.

. . .

(3) [The presidents of large corporatiOns] NP [parfait ions of dollars

in taxes each year] VP.
.

1 ,

.(4) [When profits are large] ADV [co'rporatipns] NP [pay millions/of
dollars in taxes each year] VP

); -

A two-word test probe such as large corporations is contained within.a

.major unit in sentence (3) (it is part of the noun phrase), but it crosses

a major boundary in sentence (4). If major 'constituents are units.in the

psychologicS1 processing of sentences, the adjacency of the testt'words

should be more difficult t9c recognize in (4) than (3). (The latency -

r
results confirmed this- prediction'.

Other probe pairs give even more insight into the segmentation.of

these sentences. 'Stewart anti Gough (1967) also used probes such as 4'

oft corporations pay. In this case, the word pair crosses the same major

boundary in'each sentence, the NP-VP boundary. Thus, the.surface-struc-
JF.V.0

,

ture'constituency is the same, However, response lat'encies In this case

a were longer for.(3) than for (4). As suggested by Fodor et al., this

J.
asymmetry in response Yetency reflects the difference in grammatical

..' ,
J .4

relations between corporations and Rays. In (3), the noun corporations
, 4

is grammatically related. to the subject noun head presidents. it is

therefore grouped with the entire subject noun phrase. In sentence (4),

1161-

corporations also borders" on the flP-VP boundary, but it is perceptually

grouped with the verb because of the subject-verb relation between them,

\ ,

which does not exist in (3). I,n sum, people s em to group words,in
44

.

.
. .

psychological units that maintain immediate gra tical relationships.

I
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The same finding has. also been reported in studies Usin the

well-known "click paradigm." In thjs,technique, subjects are asked to,*

"locate the position of a short burst of noise (click) 1 vithin a stimulus

string such as a sentence or word, list. The 'perceived locus of an inter-

Grupting noise is often different from its objective location--a phenomenon

..
.

called subjective displacement. Ladefoged and Broadbent (1969) found that

errors in subj-ects1,perception of click localtiom were larger and more

...-

frequent when clicks _were superimposed on sentences than onnonmeaningful

strings of words. A number of subsequent studies showed that click dis-

placement for sentential material was associated with the major constituent so'

boundaries in sentences, especiaokly finite clausal boundaries. That is,

subjects tended to subjectively displace auditory interruptions toward

the..boundaries of major constituent, units in sentences, (Fodor & Bever,

1965).

'Click di41acement is usually explained in terms of, the concept of

. "perceptual closure"=-the 'tendency to resist, interruption of the integrity

of perceptual units. The results bear on sentence processing by showing

that sentences are perceptually organized in constituent units.

In one study showing the click displacement effect (Garrett, Bever, &

Fodor, 1966), the possible effects of prosody were controlled by creating '

pairs of strupturaily different sentences from spliced tape segments.

This procedure ensured that the critical constituent boundaries were

acoustically identical. An'example of the materials is shown below, with`

arrows indicating the bounardies which "attracted" click displacements

and a dot (40)showingione of the objective click locations.
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(5) [The Tetiring chairman wh9se methods still greatly influence
thgl.,company] NP [was given an award] VP

.1%

(6) [As a direct result of theinew inventron's influence] ADV
[the company] NP [was given an award] VP

Subjects tended. to subjectively displace the locus t Click interruptions

to major constituent boundaries,in each sentence. In (5) this boundary

coincided with the NP-VP (subject-predicate) break. However, in (6)

clickt were attracted to the adverbial constituent boundary. This means

that the subject-predicate break;Was sometimes effective in attract,il.q.

>
clicks (sentence 5) and sTetimes sentenc 6). As Fodor, Bev

and Garrett (1974) concluded, "If the pri ary pe egmentation of

sentence depends solely on its surface tree, it is hard to see why

therethould have been this difference" (p. 337).

these results parallel the findings of probe-Latency studies as

,.. ..... .
,

exemplified in sentences (3) -and (4). Both 'experimental' paradigms' suggest

that listeners group words into perceptual units ori'the basis of immediate

syntac c-semantic relatianS between words. Thus, for example,'the noun

pse the company is perceptually, grouped with the verb phrase in (6)

t not in (5), because these 2OnstituentS have an immediate relation in

the former case but not in the latter.

3 Fodor et al. note also that the displacement effect is more consistent

with sentences like (5)than in (O. They interpret this finding as support

for the hypothesis that the primary units of speech processing correspond to

the surface structure reflexes of deep sentoids (underlying'sentences in

' linguistic the8ry). Im'this paper, we have argued that perceptual units

correspond to groups of words' expressing coherent semantic and syntactic

relationships (which is consistemtlgitktbe deep sentoid theory, tut we

have not insisted that such units correspond to underlying sentences in lin-

guistic theory. For an interesting discussion of.this issue, see Carroll

and Tanenbaus (1978).

/
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Summary of Part

The constituent structure,of sentences is important in comprehension

because it specifies the syntactic relationships which are necessary -for.

_correct sentence interpretation. Parsing is a.stage of sentence processing

in which all grammatical- relations are'tacitly identified. A distinction

4

is made between parsingPand an initial processing step which Segments

sentence strings into larger conceptual units or "packages." This seg-

mentation pRocess is accounted for in an information-processing model of

comprehension which posits at,least twosdifferent memory representations

for sentences, verbIt,im andsemantic,has well as distinct memory stores:

The psychological segmentation of sentences facilitates the transfer of

information from a verbatim Surface string to an abstract semantic repre-

senttion via the limited capacities of short -term storage. Efficient

processing units are short (about five word in lengt4), meaningful phrases

or clauses. "Meeriingfulness" implies Oat the lexical constituents of

phrasesare grouped togethei: by immediate grammatical relations. Phrases

in speechjperception may therefore cross major syntactic boundaries if

(

tile words on either side of the boundary are linked by a grammatical

, .

..,

(hence, semantic) relation.
r

Part II continues our inquiry by exploring the prosOdic systeffis of
. .

speech and their relation to the organization of sentences. 'Awing other

functions,~ prosody seems to be associated with\the segmentation of:speech

'into conceptual units. This function of supl4segmntal phonology is of

.':
,

.
. .

particular interest in the context of reading comprehension instruction.

,

. 1

In Part I,
.

it was suggested that dit units of speech processing-express

ideas--"pac g s" of the content of sentences. To the exterft that prosodic
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features mark the boundaries of these units, prosody can be viewed as a

dimension of 4-nguisti form that contributes to the expression of meaning.

However, this soup eaning correspondence is lost in the translation.froth

spOken to written language%

These observations imply a serious problem for the young reader:

.Speech prosody depends on meaning, but neither prosody nor meaning is

directlyirepresented in, writing. Not unexpectedly, poor readers experi-

ence difficulty with both the sound and the meaning of written text. On

the level,of comprehension, they fail to group words into meaningful units

.and therefore respond poorly to questions requiring a deep semantic'pro-

cessing of the text: In oral'reading, poor readers tend to read with

r
little variation in stress, pitch and timing; that is, they -read with

PIttl,e "expression. Although many factors may interfere with children's

reading comprehension skills (e.g., defjcits In vocabulary or depoding

skills), it is reasonable to'assume that one adverse factor is the loss

of prosodic information written text. In order to plan instruction

for helping chtildrdn to organize text without the benefit of prosodic

cues, we' need to know more about the function of organiiational signals

that are present in spedch, but missing in writing. What does it mean

to read with "exPres,Oon"? And how is this .related to comprehension?

h these qbestions In mind,,we turn next to a consideration of speech

ody.

_PART II
, k

PrOsodic,,Features

'Careful study of the Sound and cadence of speech reveals that oral

ommunication is rich in features analogous So ,those found in music:

13.
. 1.

)
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variations in loudness, pitch, and tempo. The interplay of these features

gives a sensation of pattern and rhythm. This suprasegmental accompaniment

- 1 to speech serves at least three functions: a) it indicates the speaker's

attitude and affect; b) it focuses attention on particular aspects of the

message, such as distinguishing between new and given information; and

c) it marks the,structural boundaries of sentence and intrasentence units.

The last function is of special interest in this piper since it is direZtl,f

related to the basic process4 of comprehension discussed in part I.

Prosody refers to acoustic patterns in speech produced by variations

in fundamental frequency, amplitude, and timing which do not contribute

directly to the ident,ification of phonemes(Crystal, 1969; Larkey, 1979).

These features are often called "suprasegmentals" because of their indepen-

' dence*om the identifying parameters of phonetic segments. '1n fact,

sukasegmental features often apply to units larger than segmental phonemes;

/
."- that is, they may apply to, sillables, words, and higher=order units of

16

structure.

The acoustic parameters of fundamental fresupncy; ampytude,:ond

timing are psychologically perteived as pitch, lougneNi and duration,

respectively. Variations of these features in spoken sentences lead to

perceptions of intonation, stress, and rhythm. Intonation refers to the

pattern of piich_alterations in sentences. Stress is usually regarded as

the relative perceNed loudness of syllables.. And the different pa erns

'oPstress 'and-timing lead to -peraeptions of rhythmicality. The main

perceptual' parameters of prosody, then; are pitch (or intonation) stress

(or loudness), and duration or timing or rhythm).
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The best- suprasegmental sources of information regarding syntactic

bouRdaries are the temporal structure of spoken sentences and their'

patterns of fundamental frequehcy (Larkey, 1979): Both of these-acousttc

pairaffeters are closely related to, the complex feature of stress, which is

discussed in more detail following consideration othe temporal features

of speech.

Temporal Structure

Many,seudies have used subjects' judgmentsof pauses.in sp }ech as

the basis for subjective segmentation of sentences into meaningful roups

b
t

of woeds. ResearCh of th s type imp4cates the relationship between em-

1

porgl phenomena of speech and major structural boundaries as important

in speech comprehension. The typical finding has been that syntactic

boundaries between sentences, clauses, and phrases are marked.by a

a

lengthening of pauses, terminal segments, orboth. V .

, .
,

:

Goldman-Eisler (1972) has presented evidence indicating that the '

.
% 5 .-..1

frequency and duration of pauses in speech is related to to grammatical

---,

characteristics of the boundaries at whicb pauses occur. Studying the

pausing of speakers c.,Ang reading and spontaneous speech, she attempted

,.
'',. 'to correlate#pausing characteristics with the following types of structure:

depbndence '

-4.

increasing

coordinate sentences

increasing

(
.grammatical

.4 'subordinate. clauses

relative clauses'

words within,-clauses
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,GoldmaniEisler- described these structures in terms of a gradient of.

'graMmatical dependehce, as in the'order listed above. Sentences are the-

most independent units-,) while individual words within clauses have the

6

greatest degree of dependence on adjacent -units (words). Usinga fairly

long pause duration as the criterion for nonflUency RI= hesitatiOOT

(pause = 500 msec), Goldman-Ekler found that the mean fr qc-i o

hesitations at the speCified boundaries reflected tne degree of gram-

matiCZTdependence between bounded units. That, is, nesitations of 500

81, \ 1

msec or greater were most frequent between sentences, less-frequent

between ciauses,and were very infrequent -between word within, clauses.

This finding supports the notion that speech is organiz d into concep

fually coherent units corresponding to sentences (and to--a lesser extent,

clauses), and that the semantic integrity of speech unit is reflect7dN

in the degree of,temporal.in egration agross them-.

In these'and other perfcpmance studies of'pausing; considerable

variation in pause duration his been-found at all structural boundaries

/ excel/ for sentence boundaries-, dere pauses in reading tend to cluster
%

about a mean length of 1.00 to 1.25 secopds. This vaciation;suggests
s

that pauses are at best an optional marker of structure 'for i\ntrasentence

units. Perhaps the best' way to describe.the'function of pauses is to

1-fer to their role in perciptjOn rather than production': When speaker

..do pause, the increasing duration of the pause increases the likelihood V

that listeners will perceive a major syntactic boundary,,(Larkey, 197).

: or complete a perceptual unit in speech prrocessing (Bever, lacknerb, and

Kirk, 1969). o

Ft-)
4, l
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One of thg difficulties in analyzing the performance structure of

-,--
.

,
, .-

.

' pauses is that many hesitations in speedl'reflect planning time. "As
.-
such,

.
.

they reveal more about strategies for sentence production thap for com-
, ..

, _...

4"0 prehension. In reviewing the literature pausing phenomena, Clark and
.,,.-

'.0-,.,.. r

Clark (1977) concluded that there ark three mkjor,places where speakers

a

tend to pause:

a)- Grammatical junctures, especially sentences. These are the
.

longest and most frequent pauses: They.are typically silent

pauses. Sentence boundaries appear to be the most consistent
. -

,,locus of structurally motivated pausing. 4 v

b) Other constituent boundaries, including phrasal Boundaries.

Usually filled pauses, these seem to represent plan *rig

4

Jiesitations and suggest 4 model of, speech prbductjon which

praCeed(371stitueni by constituent._"
.

c) Before thefirstcontent word within:constAtuents (Boomer';

1965). This is a heNtation pause indicatIngdeciions about
7

L
planning and coding the utterance. Such pause§_sre eiQtr

-silent or they involve repetitions which `retrace the_utteranae
,

back to the beginning of the constituent, e.g.; "the/the

:
dirty cups." This type of pause does notmark grammatical

N

structure but reflects the speaker's planning of sentence

execution in constituent Units. The structure of rePet tions

, and corrections also shows-:thar speakers attempt -to deirver

the constituent as esinglephonologicalland perhaps

conceptual untt.

00
Nal

K
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In' sum, pauS'imo is unreliable as a structural cue because hesitations

are optional and they y occur &E.-locations other than-major bqundaries.

Another dimension of speeAtiming is segmental lengthening, a

measure thatreflects 'the relatiVe duration of/ phoneticsegments. The

last stressed syllable of phrases, and higher-prder units is-slightly

prolonged, resulting in a segmental duraytion for that syllable that is

longer than its characteristic timing. Acoustic studies of speech

indicate that constituent-final lengthening occurs more frequently and

consistently t'han'pauses% It is therefore a prosodic feature of major

interest in this*discds.s4on,' which seeks, to specify the reliable strut-

Ural cues which are given by suprasegmental phonology.

Slice most of the variance in vowel length is accounted for by the
, I

. intrinsic durationsqldikering vowel segments (KIStt, 1975), most

studies of4he relationship betorendkegmental lengthening and structure

Wye used sentences that are structurally ambiguous; that is, different
,%

4 . syntactic bracketings can be assigned to the-same string of segments.

Using matetals Of *is kind, Cooper, Paccia, end Lapointe (1978) fdund
1. ,

evidence in surort of the claim that the duration of segmental lengthening

is proportional to the heigheof constituents rn a tree - structure (hier-

'archical) representation. Thus, phrates coterminous with major branches.

high in the structure are marked by greater.final-segment lengthening

than those that are embedded at-lower levels in the hierarchLcal atrangemerit.

Cocipe'r et al (1978) asked adult sulijects
r
to read sentences such' as (7)

-

(8), and (9) below. The structurally ambiguous constituent i each case

. 0

is )Jnderlined.

ti
4

wee
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.(7r 41cle Alirahm presented, his talk naturally.'
4

(8) Cere js the famous Duke Jamesl'\

(9)` Pam asked the cop who Jack confronted..

4! The structural ambiguity of these-aentences arises from the fact that

the underlined constituents can'be parsed atyiffering heights in the -

''tree structurS. The adverb naturally in,4(7) can be either a sentence

adverb (dominated by the S node) or a manner adverb (dominated by the VP

node). Thin alsobe'expressed notationalfy by alternative 'labeled.

bracketings, as shown below.

(10) iMy Unclp Abra,ham]NP [presented [his talk]NP]VP [natur.ally]ADV

40
(11) [My Uncle fibraham]e [presented [his t4.1k]NP [naturafll]A4VP

C

In (10), the noun talk complets both a. lower-level noun'phraseland a

I
higher-order verb phrase. Isn (11), She same noun completes only a noun

phrase. The alternative lat:eledbracketingt_ p;roviide a notation for'

-describing the concept of immediateirgrammatical relatiops as discussed

. .

in..,
i Part I. Significant surface structure breaks such as in (10) are

characterized by the abseiice of a grammatical relation between constituents,

and such boundaries tend to be notationally signaled by the pre- sence of

multiple closing parentheses in a labeled bracketing.

The Cooper et al. (1978) subjects read sentences such as those in

(7) through (9) after being given cues as to how to interpret tiie ambiguous

strings. For example, in (8), one reading would be cued by "James meets

btae Duke!' The relative fength of the keyphrase-final syllable (talk,.
Afr

Duke, cop) was consistently longer in the reading in which the key' word
.

Canpleted.a higher-level constituent. For instance, owel segment in

"

I
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A

talk was 15t longer in the context of reading. (10) than in the slifferent

structural context of (10.

These results suggest.that'spech coding is sensitive to the "height"

of phrases in the surface sitructuri. Cooper et al. (1978)" concluZied'that

phrase-final segments are di fferenti 41 ly lengthened in° propoft ion to their

hierarchical level `in the, surface s eucture. This is illustrated with the
J

following two sketChes of alte,rnatie constituent structure.

(a)

VP' ADV,

V s,

VP

..._ ,

The phrase-final segment,of the circled NP will be marked by greater

tv'J
duration in (a) than in----(b), because this ebnsti ent oompleies a.phrasal

unit higher in the surface in (a) thah in (b). The proportional

. lengthening could be accounted for by a psychological model that cyclically

assigns prosodic markers to phrases at' each level of structure discussed

later in this, paper in remarks on stress assignment. If all phrasal bound-
,

aries are marked by lengthening, the phrase-final segmp4of the circled

NP aboveJNill be lengthened more in (a) thdp in (b) because it receives

the accumulation of durational values foe- both NP and VP. .

This "simultaneous phrase" principle, however, cannot account for

the durational values which differentiated the two readings of sentence

(9). In one interpretation of sentence (9), the ambiguous embedded.

0
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sentence who Jack confrontedfunctions as an indirect question, which is

.

among ,the class df predicate complement carigtructIons... In the other '

reading, the embedding funbtions as a relative clause., These, two

representations are sketched below.

(as) predicate complement

0

1

Y
(b) relative clause

In the Cooper et al. (1978) study, there was &more pronounced temporal
r .

marking of .the circled NP constituent in (a) than in (b). The prosodic

\differenCe is 'attributable to the different height or the key constituent'

in the tree structure, but not to an.effect based on multiple phrase

boundaries. Thus, constituent-final lehgthening seems to be sensitive

mainly to the height of constituents in a hierarchical representation,

with "height" determined'by the number of nodes which dominate a given

constituent.

4'
, ,,Codper et al. (1978) also measured pause durations between the key

constituents ofrstructurally ambiguous sentences. The data shOwed that

there were longer pauses following the 017ase-final key words when the

subsequent constituent was attached to a higher sentence node. Thus,
)

pauses showed an increase in duration at the same places where re latively

greater segmental lengthening was also observed. Althouiithe mean pause

ri
ti
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differences tended to be-of greater magnitude than the differentials in

seginent length, the pause data s owed much more intersubject variation
4

as reflected in larger standard deviations. This'kind of variation

suggests that pausing is an optional and inconsistent prosodic marker

of structural.boundaries*within sentences.

Given the variability that characteriies pausi416?;, the most reliable

0
,tempotal7easure of speech coding seems to be the timing of interstress

N
intervals (ISI's), which sum's the variable effects of both segmental

lengthening and pauses. Interstress intervals reflect the time duration

between the onsets of stressed,syllables. Interva41 lengths. vary according

to two major factors: a) the number.of intervening 9nstressed syllables,

ande9 syntactic boundaries. In spite of the variability introduced by

these factors, the time .in terval betweeh stressed' vowels tends to cluster

around a mean value of .4 to
I

.5 seconds'(Lea, 1075). This tendency
. .

- atf

toward isochronous ISI's supports the c that English is a stress- )

timed language, and suggests that prominent variations or breaks in this

regular temporal pattern are likely to function as salient cues to the

structural pattern of sentences. Lea found, for example, that ISI's

.crossing clausal 'boundaries were about twice as long-as the mean value;

and about three times.as long.when they cross sentence boundaries. As

described by Larkey, "It was as if the speaker waited an extra beat at

clause boundaries and an extra two beats at sentence bopndaries" (p. 33).

Lea (175) also observed ISI variations of a lesser magnitude across

constituents within clauSes. In general, Lea's findings support the con-

elusions of Cooper et al. (1978.) that temporal effects are proportional

A./

O
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to the hierarchical position of constituents In the surface syntactic

4
analysis.

An interesting aspect of Lea's work on speech timing is that ISI's

reflect time durations .between stress beats. The consistent data obtained

by this measure suggest a connection between temporal effects and stress

placement in regard to the prosgdic marking of sentence structure. This

connection is further explored when thtopic,of stress placement is

discusted, below.

Fundamental Frequency

/
A.spokeesentence is accompanied by constant chap es in the

$
\

,

fundamental frequency (r.) of ,the speaker's voice. he overall pattern
.

°

of these pitch variations describes an intonation' ontour or charaCter-
,N)

istic Ymelody" of sentences. A number of lingu.sts have.regarded intonation.

.contour as a prominent prosodic marker of, the natural units of language.

GroupS of words. spoken under a single intonation contouG present.infor-

mation,in unified packages of content variously called information blocks
4

(Grimes, 1975), information units (Halliday, 1967), or tone-units (Crystal,

1969). F. contours thus represent'an important cue
ir

for the initi-ai°per-

ceptual segmentation of sentences. The present section explores the

structure of intonation and seeks to'specify'some of the syntactic and
, .

semantic features of intonation boundaries.

The global intonation contour of sientences 'normally es4ribes a

rising and falling frequency curve:
4

F. rises,-sharply at the first

A major exception to this pattern iS the contour of yes/no questions.

93-
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syllable of an utterance and declines gradually-throughout the sentence

-unxil the final stressed syllable, where a more rapid fall in pitch occurs.

In complex. sentences, this archetypeT. contour (Lieberman, 1967) is

typically composed of smaller local intonation curves corresponding to

major syntactic boundaries such as clauses. The sketch in figure 2 shows* .

an idealized example of local contours which envelope each clause of a ,

single sentence. The archetype contour is an idealized, abstract entity

corresponding to the curvilinear mean of the changing frequency signal.

The sentence as a whole also.has-a changing mean frequency, which could,

be represented by a global archetype contour spanning across the local -

contours, but which is shown more simply as'a straight line in Figure 2.

J If it isn't raining, I'll leave tomorrow."
P

. ;

Figure 2. Idealized sketch of 16cal F. coritikurs.

Local contours within sentences are characterized by a'fa1.1; in pitch

at major constituent boundaries and a subsequente in pitch On the'

MW
first stressed syllable following the.boundary. Studies of the grammatical

4,1

structure underlying intonation suggest th5t farl-rise pattern's in F. are

fairly reliable. prosodic markers ale boundaries of main clauses'and

even certain phrasal units. For example, Cooper and Sorensen (1977)

compared fall-rise patterns at the clause boundary in conjoineq an4

,

embedded structures. The structure_of these two - sentence types is

X

sketched Ixelow, showing clause conjunction in (12a) and embedding in (12b):

29
e
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(12), (a) [main clause]S [main clause]S
\\

(b) [main clause [embedded'clause]S IS
4

1

Examples of the sentences used to represent these structures are showtf

in (13) and (14). :.Cooper and Sorensen studied the ipagnitude of fall-rise

changes -in F. et the major syntactic boundaries, which are marked with a

slash ( /)- in the examples.'

*

(13) (a) Anthony was surprised / and Raymond became upset.

(b) Anthony was surprised / Andrea`became upset.
9

,

(14) (a) Marie was listening to the song / and Raymond was playing.

(b) Marie was listening to the song / Andrea was playing.

The materials controlled for 'phonetic environment by using pairs of

sentences nearly matched in terms of segmental phonemes but differing in

structure. F. measurements focused on critical regions before and after

the major boundaries, for example, the syllable /praiz/ in surprised,ed

the sequence /dre/ in and Raymond' All sentences showed an F. fall-rise

i

contour across the-syntactic/ boundary. This fall-rise pattern is charac-

terized by an initial peak in F. at the onset of the pre-boundary stressed

syllable. Pitch drops markedly through the course of this syllable's

-production, describing an F. valley at-the end of the syllable. The

post-boundary syllable shows a subsequent rise in pitch, resulting in

another peak but one that islower-than the peak preceding the boundary.

Although Coolier and Sorensen(1M) found significant fall-rise

contours across the boundaries preceding both conjoined andembedded

cluses, the magnitudes of fall in F.; and especially of the subsequent

-
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(16) than for phrases having a normal SVO word ordep such as (15). It is

f-.
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rise, were greater ill conjoined structures (13a and 14a) than in embedded

ones (13b and 14)).' Thus, the F. valley was somewhat less prominent when ,

dne clause7Was ded within another than when two-dilauSes were conjoined.

Cooper and Sorensen (1977) also investigated intonation contours at

the boundaries of some phrasal units that are pertinent to the questions

of Agmentation explored in this paper. Of .particular interest are a)

subject noun phrases containing postnominal modifiers, and b) preposed

adverbial phrases., An example of each of these is given below, again

showing the relevant boundary with & slash mark.

(15) -The owner of the park / shows gold to' the children.

(16) At Brockton's city park / Cher scolded the children.

Measurements of'the intonation contou at these phrasal boundaries also

showed significant F. valleys.' As in 4.14-Previous examples, the two

types of structure were differentiated by the magnitude of the post-boundary

e

rise in pitch, which was much greater for preposed structures such as

interesting to note in this 'regard that the boundaries showing the most

prominent F. valleys in speech (that_is, 13a, 14a, and 16) are the ones

that are often marked by'cOmmas in their graphic representation.
dr2)

These findings indicate that both clauses and major phrasal units

are typically marked by variations in F. across the boundary just' as

c. they also tend to be accompanied by lengthened interstress intervals.

In the nextisection, we explore the complex feature of stress and its

important relation to both F. contours and interstress intervals;
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Although stress-Ps traditionally regarded as the perceptual analoguk

of relative vocal intensity, there is,considerable evidence to suggest

that it is a more complex function of F.: duration, and intensity, with

F. being the most important.of the three (Larkey, 1979). Perhaps the

6 best measure of stress is the integration of energy over a given segment,

a measure that incorporates. F., duration, and intensity. The acoustic

correlates of stress perceptions are a), a rise and fall of P. above and

below the archetype intonation contour, b) segmental lengthening, and

c) increased vocal intensity. :

The major rule of stress placpment in English. Ls the Nuclear Stress
.

Rule whereby primary stress is assigned to the right-most laical constit-
.

2 1 2 1 2 1

uent of a phrase, 5 e.g., brown qes, John's uncle, catch the train, --_-....

2 1 ,

. -

write a letter. These rules apply cyclically to sentences, with.the
-..

,

scope of each cycle defined by successive levels of constituent structure
...

...,.; . .

(Chomsky & Halle, 1968). This is'illustrated below with a hypothetical

bracketingof constituents in which W, X, Y, Z represent lexical items..

The stress assignments begin with the innermost brackets (Y Z), then

proceed to the next higher level (X Y Z), each time assigning primary.

stress to the right-most constituent of the phrase and weakening_ other

stress levels.

Stress Atsipments Domain of Stress Rule

(W (X (Y Z)))

--

2 1 (Y Z)

2 3 1 (X Y

2 3 4 i W X Y Z)

51 = rrimry stress', Other numbers ndicate successively lower
(weaker) level. ; Of stress.

e

0 9
(..)
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Primary stress in this phrase structure wi. l ,fall on the final lexical

constituent, Z. As the branching complexity of the structure increases,

the difference'in stress assignments between and neighboring constituents .

also grows larger, presumably. increasing the likelihood that primary

stress on Z will be perceptually salient. .

Since the acoustic correlates of stress are a rise, and fall of F.

gt, above and below the archetype,contour line; an Increase in vocal energy

or amplitude, and segmental lengthening, the boundary betveepmalor

.phrases such as Z and neighboring constituents will tend to be marked by

a'combination of all the suprasegmental features which have been dis-

cussed In this paper. Thus, stress placement plays a central role in

specifying the prosodic-cues of constituent boundaries in sentences.

L
Di scuss ion of 'Prosodic Features

,

-

This cursory review of prosodic phenomena has emphasized two major

acoustic cues: lengthening of interstreSs intervals (timing) and local

F. contours -(intonation). Both timing and intonation have been related

to stress assignment rules which place stress on the last syllable of

higher-order constituents. Empirical studies show that contrasts in

constituent structure between,pairs of phonetically similar sentences.

are differentiated in vocal prodUction by the relative magnitude of the

interstrest interval and F,. van* across the major constituent boundary'.

The magnitude of these acoustic features is greatest at boundaries of -

/

higher-level constituentv.Such as.bodependent clauses or. preposed sen-

tence adverbial constructions. To a lesser extent, priksody also marks

the boundaries' between mairwand embedded clauses such as complement

al
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structures. And finally, hikprosodtc_cues are weakest across highly dependent
,

,

constituents low in the structu e, e.g., verb-Object. These findings

.sugport the claim that pros dic signals'at. intrasentence boundaries are

proportional togbthe heightotifbonstituents in the hierarchical structure.

One implicationcf this finding is that:prosody can differentiate
%

between alternative interpretations of amb sentences:sentences. For exampre,
)

the sentence ,EaM asked the cop / who Jack confronted has two different

interpretations depending on whether the embedding, s parsed as a.verb

-phrase constituent (17, below)'or As a relative clause (18).

(17) She asked: "Who did Jack confront?"

'08) Jack confronted the cop.

(higher-level parsing)

(lower-level girsing)
f

Lengthening of the interstress interval across the structurally ambiguous

boundary increases the likelihood that listeners will perceive a major

grammatical break at that boundarY: Thus, a slight pause after the cop

would bias interpretkion toward. the reading in (17). Since4phrasally

segmented text serves a function, analogous to salient suprasegmehtal

signals, the physical segmentation of text at ambiguous boundaries would

V V
also tend to bias readers towards an interpretation which assigns con-

stituents to the higher level of two alternatiVe pariings. For example,...

consider the foll4ting segmentation of this sentence.

,Pam asked the°Cop
4.

who Jack-confronted.

0

This might bias readers towards perceiving the embedded clause as a

complement structure (17) rather than a relative clause (18)-v----4 similar
a.

effect can be observed in the following example.
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Anthsrfudas surprised

Andr4a became upset.
.6

a

.

This segmentation could potentially lead readers to parse the second,:

/ clause as atcoordinate structure (high in the structureYrather than_a

I I.

::>omplement embedded'A a somawhat lower level in the sentence structure.

Some. examples similaCto these are discussed-by Crystal .(1969) in

remarks on the grammatical, functions of stress and intonation. Among

other examples, Crystal cites the following pairs of ambiguous sentences,

which are differentiated by prosodic features. Slash marks indicate
60

boundaries provided by timing -and intonation cues.

I .

(19) (a) / even if he told, me / J'd go / Subordinate +'main.clause
.

.

(b) / even if he told me:I.'d go / Subordinate + complement.

,

,

4,

/.myobrother /(20) (a)

,

.

who's abegad 4,. Non

.

restrictive relative clause
. %'t. *,

(b) / my b'rother who's abroad / Res fictive relative clause
, .

i

. . 0 I

e . -
6 N6 °I),

In these cases, segmentatidl of the ambiguous .strings would tend
.

. . ....

%

../

1,suggest
to function in thesame-Way that prosodic cues do; i.e., it would suggt

.
. ..

o
.

n intet spetation corresponding to*the reading in entence (a) of each
. .

. . . -.;....

pair rather than (b). This'shows that phrasal segmentation must be used
, 0 0 g

0

'of

carefully in potentially ambiguous environments.
.

The limited examples and studies reviewed in this paper do not permit
.

us to evaluate the claim that'phrase-final lengthening (or any o hex-

signal) Js proportional to the strouctura, beigh, all boundarieshhe

studle do suggest, at least, that ody marks the-boundaries of jor

phrasal constituents, and that the saliency of prosodic cues vari. in

part as a function of the height of units in the surface

. a

4

4.

4.
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However, we would like to review.some a,rgumen> suggesting that the
o

41.

syntactic feature of stmuctural height is not the majOF variable affecting

prosody. 'As argued in Part I. which discusied the psyChological reality
o

of speech units, it appears that the important structural variable under-
.

lying prosodic phenomena is the notion of syntactic- semantic relations
°.

between words. Although the grammatical dependence between adjacent Words

across boundaries tends to vary inversely with ,Mie height of boundaries,'
,

structural height is not ays a reliable index ofthese relationships.

The following sentences, en from Cooper and Sorensen (1977), illustrate ,

the-importance of gram atical relationships.in the intonation structure cif

sentences.' The sent ces are, parsed to_delineate major constituents, in;,,,

relation to the toundary. (/)'where a Significant fall -rise in F, was observed.

(21) °(The owner of the parkiNP I" [shows gold to the children]VP

(22) [At'Brockton!s city park]ADV / [Cher]Ni [scolded the children]VP

The intonation boundaries observed in these sentences show the same type *

.. ,1

of 'egmentdtion that was suggested earlier by studies in sentence pprcep- .

1

4 tion,,(cf. sentence pairs (3},- (4) andj5), (6)t As in the,disaussion of

, . .

those sentences, we focus here on the potential break between subject and

..r. ----\

predicate (NP-VP boundary) as a case study, of variables affecting the

segmentation of sentences.

In.(21), a fall-rise-in Fo occurs at the subjeCturedicate-boilndary, .

-1. '

,between park and shows. -In (22), holver, there is no evidence to .indicabe

that a similar intonation break occurs at the same constituent,bordary A

between her and scolded. This asymmetry irl. intonation 6undaries shows (---,,
,.. . ..

4 .

that the height of constituents in the tree structure- is"not the sole
A

36
4.4.4c., s

47;1._
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basis for perceptually functionalunits, since the height of the

subject-predicate break is.the same in both sentences..

The distribution of'irtonatibn breaks 1s6,accounted for by considering

.

the functional grammatical relationships among words. In (22)., the words

Cher, saftd, and children are related grammatitally (subject-verb-object) 4

4
and semantically (actor- action- patient). They fcirm a natural phrasal unit%.

unde.r'a single intonation contour: In (21), however, two types of gram-

matical relationships are expressed by the constituents functioning as

subject and predicate. One of these is a subject-verb-object-indirect

object relationship between-owner, show, gold, children. The other is a

0.
relationship between owner and park, which Is-express grammatically by

/
embedding a postnominal adjunct within the subject NP. These two distinct

relationships tend to'be groupyd under separate intonat r contobrs,
d

gibing a subject-predicate break in (21 but not'(22). As a result, the

,N
boundari.T of functional.units are typicallilsignalled by a distinct shift

in grammatical surface structure relationships*. For example, note the

lack of an immediate -peiion between park and shows (21) and between par
,

) N
,

aneCher (22). .

In summary, the observational data sugest that prosodic cues mark

a.

major constituent boundaries which reflect groUpings of words having t

! 4

vgrammatical relations such as modifier-noun, noun-adjunc . subject-erb-s,

,

object. Recalling the processing model discussed in Part I, we can
. % N.

rdasonably conclude that prosody assists listenersin the task of organizing
1

words into pec \tual units in memory, precisely because .pro§ody redundantly

signals abreak or a significant change in the series of relationships

between words.
.40
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-- The preceding sketch ofAorbsodic phenomena.is admittedly narrow

in scope., and it fails to address many perplexing questions regarding

the use'of prosody in oral communication. One of the important residual

problems'is the queition of the relationship among stress, timing, and

intonation. In this paper; these acoustic parameters have been discussed

as though they were all interdependent. In fact, we have speculated

that various prosodic phenomena are interrelated as different acoustic

4.1t

derietives.of phrase -final stress-placement rules. However, a number of

argumentssuggest that this view is far too simplistic. For one, stress

is sometimes quite independent of phrase structure. For example, d4'ess

may be used a) contrastive4y, b) to focus on new information, c) for

emphasis, or d) to signal marked uses of pronouns, questions, and other

structures.
*.

Another obsdrvatio9 more pertinent to this discussidin is that

intonation is more variable than timing features (Larkey, 1979), suggesting

that intonation contours may be somewhat independent of phenomena such as

constituent-final lengthening. In.order to account for these obseirvations,

.

we speculate that timing May reflect the syhtactic phrase structure of

sen nces, whereas intonation is used in.a more variable manner to group

words into perceptual units appropriate for short -term memory capacity.

If intonation contours are viewed as being melodic patterns superimposed

4,4
on the temporal structure of spOken sentences, then a significant fall

or rise in F. at processing boundaries could serve to amplify the per-
,

ceptual salience'of simultaneously occurring features such as stress

and rhythm. 1:11-.this sense ,
different prosodic systems converge at local

contour boundaries. Thus, the boundaries of<peech units having
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. psychological significance are acousticaliy marked by several prosodic

features occurring together. As an example, entence (23) shows how

clausal boundaries are accompanied by an interplay of'a) stress (upper-
./

case'letters), b) segmental lengthening (diacritic bar),.c) a possible

-slight pause (dash), and b) a fall -rise in F0 (4. t).

(23) If Ahn should CA-1.1. 4- -.,:tIToleage give him this MESSAGE

' 4

The Structure of Tone Units

ea-, -

The prosodic features discsed above correspond nicely with those
f"

used by Crystal ( 69) in his analysis of'11-1-eionological segmentation

Of spoken sentences: Crystal's work is baSed on the transcription of an

extensive data base ofadult spontaneous speech. The analysis describes
1/4

the organization of speech in terms of tone units, which were defined by

.

prosodic.rather thah syntactic cues. A tone unit ls characte ized by a

single peak of pitch prominence or tonicity which usually f 11% on the

last lexical item. The boundary of the unit is marked by a perceivable

pitch change and by the prese nce of junctural features such as a slight

pause andiOr segmental modifications such as lengthening or\aspiration

'(p. 206).

Analysis of adult conversational speech showed that tone units aret,

frequently coextensive with single clauses, but not consistently enough

to define the clause as the grammatical basis of speech segmehtation.

t

The percentage of clauses coextensive with one tone unit Was 46%, while;

the percentage of tone units coextensive with a clause was Only 28%.

The best generaliFation about the grammar of tone units is that they

normilliconsist of elements of clause structure or constituents (subjeCt:

..,,

---" ,,

go
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built by constituent elementso but purelylsyntactic corisiiiisrAtiOns (e.g.,

height in a tree structure) are not sufficient to speCify their boundaries-,

38 a

verb,Aomplement, advtrbi , vocative). Eighty percent of tone units
o

contained one or mare o

e.g., ,subject-, adverbi

Clearly, these eleme

these integral elements of clause structure;'

1, verb-complement, subject-verb-complement:

is are the. basic building blocks of speech units.

AB important. finding in Crystal's analysis has to do With the length

V

of uni-ts as measured by the number of words they 'contain. This measure

'thereafter Failed %lilt-length) iS a major ture of tone-unit structure.
ea

The number of words in specific et4Ments,such as subjects or complements
4

determined whether these would be-'a) subdivided-into separate units,

b) set off by themselves', or-c) combined_intonationally with adjoining

elements. In general, tone units tended to have roughly equal lengths,
c

with a mean unit-length of,five words. This figure is remarkably con-

sistent with estimates of short-term memoryapacityswhich range from

five to seven words (Boomer, 1978; Smith, 1978).,his agreement between

studies of prosody and verbal memory supports the hypothes.ls that intone-
.

tion,groups words, into "packages" of an appropriats. size and structure

for the limited capacities of short-terM memory.,

IMPLICATIONS FOR READI,NO

43
a

This revt?w has shown that prosodic cues, such as-intonation and

timing., assist listeners in the immediate stages of sentence"processing

by segmenting the speech string into perceptual units. These units are

In partiCular, intonation contours seem to be governed by an interaction"
°

between unit- length-and meaning.

/r
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The information provided by iirltbnation helps the listener to quickly

and efficiently perceive sentence organization and process information.

For readers who are pobr compehenders, the loss of cues for tone unit

boundaries in printed text may be the most serious differefiCe between

,..pr'g language and reading. As an instructional aid for such readers, the

physical segmentation of text may. serve to pre-organize sentences into

.perceptually functional information units. The rules for constructing

these segments seem to be as follows:

a) units should be three to seven words'in length.
E.g., As a direct result / of-their new invention's influence /

b) units should include integral constituents (NP, V, PP, ADV, or S)
E.g., . . . / [Cher]NP [Scolded]V [the children]NP /

'.

lexical members_of units should be linked together by grammatical
'relationships (noun - adjunct, 'subject- verb- object, etc.). For.
example, a,noun-adjunct relatiOnship is sown by [The owner]
[of the park] I. An example of a subject-verb-object relation-

, ...
'ship is . . . / [the company] '[was given] [an award] /.

.., ,
. .

We conclude this discussion by comparing the above guidelines with
f4

some.judgMents given by children'as to how sentences should be divided

into units pn the basis of both sound and mea ng. Two eXample'sent nces

are given below from an excellent study by Cioffi (1980) of children's

use and perception of intrasentence units. Using an interviewing tech-

.

nique that explained the task without modeling, Cioffi asked children to

, segment sentences by PlaCing:slash marks in a text where it would be
4

permissible to pause, that is,,where pausing would not interfere- with
'

meaning. The two examples below show the concensus Of good readers in

the fourth grade as to where it would be permisgible to pause.

r.W.g. '...

,.,.
.

. \
(24) The Hawaiian, Islands / were formed by'lava / slowly flowing from

f. '''
.

. ' .

the craters'iof:Volcanoes-pn the ocean floor.
4'

41
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(251.This morning / Kim was sitting in the forward cabin /

and watching the Earth / through the cabin window.

),-
: of the pauselocations identified'by the children segment the

t
sentences into phrases that are ;consistent with the three general rules

given above. Each phrase, for example, is betWeen three and seven words

, in length, except for the'preposed a dverbial phrase in (25), which.Ts

discussed below. In addition, each unit shows a sensitivity to constituent

boundaries within sentences. For example, each multiword segment is com-
.

pleted by a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase. And finally, each unit

expresses a meaningful- reltt4Onship. However, not all units are major

COnsilituents, such as subject noun phrases. I .(24) the subject noun

phrase The Hawajian Islands .is set off as a pausal unit, but in (25) the

short subjects Kim; is joined,. in sound and meaning, with the verb phrase.-

This is similar to a number of examples already discussed in this paper

prosq,did segmentation in'sentences 21 and 22), showlng that chil-
.

dren'5 judgments are consistent with the findings of adult studies'in

speech perception and production.'
'

These sentences also show at }'east three phenomena which are only

. .

partially accountedfol'- by the very general guidelines presented above.

In-sentence (25) a break,occurs at the preposed adverbial phrase This

morning, even though this phrase is very short. Alisho4Ohifsis accounted

for by t4 restriction that wo?ds should ref4ect immediate semantic

relations (which would not be the case in a unit like this morning

sentence adverbial units seem to be set off quite frequently in pausal
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judgments, especially if they are preposed.
6,

-Another interesting aspect

of the children's pause placement judgments is that the boundary between

underlying sentences is marked both sentences, even when-this'buundar

is inexplicit in the surface structure (. . . by lava / srowly flowing . .

. . cabin / and watching . . .). This suggests -that the boundaries of

deep sentoids may be especially important in the perceptual segmentation

ot sentences, as proposed by Fodor, Bever; and Garrett (1974).

Finally, a third feature of the segmentation in (25) points to the

importance of subtle aspects of meaning wh4h have not been dealt with .

in this paper. Cioffi's fourth graders judged a pausal break to be

permitted before the prepositional phrase in the second clauser4khrough

the cabin window), but not in the first clause .(in the forward cabin).

This -seems to reflect their sensitivity to different co- occurrence

restrictions on modifiers attached to verbs like sit and watch,: the

former seems to.require a locative phrase of some kind; but watch

requires -only a direct object. Other modifiers are possible,but optional.

The children's strategy for grouping words together takes .into account'

this constraint on English usage. Children's intuitions about sentences

suggest that the perceptual effects of constituent-preposing, clausal

*,

boundaries, and co-occurrence res-frictions are Important areas for further

study.

6
As pointed out to us by Bruce'Cronnell, it ii'likely that any

,optional, non-basic orderfng"requires a pause and/or some other junc ural

feature, e.g., more problems*/,1 don't need, or thatl I like. .Some sup-,

port for this viewis:given'ty Cooper and. Sorensen's (077ascussion.of
intonation contours associatld with.preposed constituents.
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In summary, prosodic information gives the listener cues to the

perceptual segmentation of sentences. The boundaries of meanaful

phrases and clauies are acoustically marked by changes in pitch contour,
411.

stress level, and temporal intervals between stress beats. These melodic

and rhythmic features, which must be imposed on written text 6y the

reader, constitute reading "with expression." This also implies "reading

11

with comprehension," because prosody reflects major syntactic-semantic

relationships which underlie the opntent of sentences. Because of this

close relationship between prosody and meaning, the loss of prosodic

information in text may be a major source of difficulty for poor readers.

But there is another reason that prosody is important for the young

reader. In addition to highlighting meaningful relationships, prosody

also serves to "package" sentences in a way that permits efficient allo-

cation of memory resources in sentence processing. This is, probably

crucial for poor readers,whose memory capacities may already be taxed,

by the attentional demands of decoding,operations (Perfetti & Hogaboam,

1975).,"

Reading instruction traditionally recognizes the importance of

print-sound relationships on the level of'single word decoding. This

review of sentence perception and prosody suggests that print-sound

correspondences.are also important On the level of phrases, clauses, and

I
sentences.' i1 promising instructional technique for helping children com-

pensate for the lack of prosodic cues in text is the use of phrasally

segmented text.- Phrasal text provides a visua cue (line boundary) for

the segmentation of sentences into meaningful phrases. Moreover, it

seems likely that teachers can greatly enhance the value of phrasal text.

A
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. .

by modelling its sound in oral reading. The teacher's oral reading'Could

emphasize the features of intonation, stress, and segmental lengthening

that.perceptually isolate each phrase. Through this kind of experierice,

children may begin to recognize phrasal units more readily, and,to develop

strategies for organizing text without the support of explicit auditory

or visual cues.

ii

a

O.

Tb

11.

04`

4,/
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